**$N^2$ Women Dinner Event**

Panel Discussion (held Hybrid) and Mentoring Sessions (in-person)

“Recipes For A Fulfilling Research Experience”

Date: Tuesday March 29th, 2022, Time: 6:30 – 9:00 pm CT

Venue: Royal Sonesta in New Orleans

Please RSVP here

---

**Organized by:** Ruxin Wang, Louisiana State University  
**Faculty Mentors:** Dr. Carla Fabiana Chiasserini, Politecnico di Torino  
Dr. Elahe Soltanaghai, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign  
**Contact:** rwang31@lsu.edu

---

$N^2$ Women is supported by ACM SIGMOBILE, ACM SIGCOMM, IEEE ComSoc, IEEE CS TCCC, Meta, Microsoft Research, HP Labs and Google Research. Learn more about N2 Women at http://n2women.comsoc.org